**Applications**  
- Sports & Yoga  
- Fitness & Yoga  
- Socks  

**Specifications**  
- Keeps the body temperature  
- Activates blood circulation  
- Conserves petroleum resources  
- Made from Pre-consumer waste  
- World’s first recycled nylon filament yarn for textile usage  
- Cotton-like touch of air-textured microfiber  
- Soft touch of draw-textured microfiber  
- Smooth & sensual touch of flat microfiber  
- Sheer & transparent effect  

**Characteristics**  
- Heat-generating function  
- UV-protection  
- Non-see through  
- Cool touch  
- Moisture management  
- Super sparkling and glistening luster  

**Tag**  
- HYOSUNG CORPORATION  
- Nylon Polyester Fiber Performance Unit  
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